Cytoarchitecture of sensorimotor areas in the cat cerebral cortex.
The organization of multiple motor areas in the cerebral cortex has been investigated frequently in primates but rarely in nonprimate species. To compare sensorimotor areas in cats and primates, the cytoarchitecture of frontal and parietal areas of the cat cerebral cortex was described and mapped from coronal sections stained with cresyl violet or thionine. Multiple subdivisions of areas 4 and 6 were recognized; of these, the cytoarchitecture of area 4 gamma is similar to that of area 4 described in other carnivores and in primates and is characterized by giant pyramidal cells in multiple rows or clusters in lamina V. In other subdivisions of area 4 (4 delta, 4sfu, and 4fu), giant pyramidal cells are few or absent in lamina V, and these subdivisions resemble area 6 of primates. Area 6 of the cat cortex is heterogeneous, and differences in laminar appearance and size of pyramidal cells in lamina V distinguish its four subdivisions (6a alpha, 6a beta, 6a gamma, and 6iffu). The adjoining prefrontal areas are distinguishable from area 6 by the presence of a thin internal granular lamina (lamina IV) and the reduced size of pyramidal cells in lamina V. Laminae are poorly differentiated in the cingulate areas, where a rostral and caudal subdivision can be distinguished on the basis of the absence or presence of lamina IV. Area 3a is characterized by a thin lamina IV and is located between frontal agranular and parietal granular (well-defined lamina IV) fields (3b, 1, 2, 2pri, 5, and 7). Insular cortex can be subdivided into granular and agranular fields.